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Abstract 

 Social welfare policy is an identity of all governments though it is monarchy, aristocracy 

and democratic form government, its goal and ambition must be toward making people 

and keeping people at happiest situation in all types and patterns of the social needs and 

settings. Since dawn and emergence of this world and civics system government or 

elected body of civil society used to protect and save the citizens and populace by 

arranging and providing all the necessary things, for which people born and have been 

living in this cosmic thereby formally or informally elected body of the people from 

ancient period to contemporary period have been focusing and paying attention on 

developing, caring, availing and arranging needs to the people without flaw. A 

government or body of rule is functioning without pro-people rule would be considered 

and observed as a government is running without goal and backbone, such a 

government would be hated and disliked by the people without saying any reasons.  

To understand social welfare concepts we need to show attention on this ,government is 

just like parents ,citizens are its sons and daughters ,in this ways relationships between 

citizens and rulers or government should continue to realise about social welfare state 

unless it would be puzzle, to unravel this puzzle this study has been designed and 

working on exploring to trace out the originality of  the social welfare toward keeping 

people at congenial situation. Earth is meant it will be having water ,human being is 

meant they will be having humanity and government is meant that it will be having 

welfare schemes of needy people ,for whom it must be compulsorily needs to initiate 
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many colourful social welfare schemes to prove the its presence among the educated and 

other knowledgeable people. In most of western countries names of government have 

born and came to exist on book and other papers due to bad survival situation of the 

people who live then and sad situation of the people who lived then and vital needs of the 

people who live then. In these categories government came to exists on soil and global 

administration. In simple and legible ways names of many government came and 

emerged owing  to people needs ,expectations and ambitions ,toward achieving these 

tasks people formed rule of body and systems to rule themselves by their sovereignty. 

Introduction   

Social Welfare Concept 

In the word and concepts of social welfare there are several and numerous contents are 

contained such as 

needs,necessities,ambitions,eagerness,curiosity,developments,improvements ,amenities 

and life of the people. Toward satisfying and fulfilling these needs of the people 

government is elected and chosen by the civil society (adult Citizens) thereby society will 

thrive and grow up to what extent it wants to grow and develop. People from birth to 

crave would be defending, expecting and interesting to get social welfare from the 

government, to do this chief fundamental concepts government is formed and elected by 

the people once five year in all the region and states, for conduct government as stated in 

constitution of India has been spending immeasurable and untapped money and amount 

to the elections for form a government. Here, as a reader needs to understand what is 

mean by social, is denoting and referring who live in the social system that is from 

insects to human beings ,welfare concepts are understood ,it is delivered and discharge 

by the rulers or ruling politicians from the constitutional powers for the benefit and 

betterments of  the social systems (Cluster of people).On other hand to understand about 

welfare state ,fruits are having tasty smell, gifts itself inherently for the survival of   the 

birds to human beings like this state means itself must be having so many  needs of the 

people to deliver to them before they asking after they asking. Without barricade no 

crops would grow, without welfare no person will grow so, welfare state means needs to 

have people at its heart to keep survive without drawbacks. State is superior, an 

ultimate and deadline and last place of the society into which all elements are surviving, 

adjusting, obeying ,respecting  and veneering its powers because it is most superior 
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authority of all our life and career ,without which nothing would be possible in all social 

creatures life. 

Concept of Welfare  

Welfare is nothing but it is a resources and source of constitution, is to be given to 

people who are living within particular jurisdiction, the range and powers of the state is 

added and increased due to people are working hard and paying tax sincerely thereby 

welfare of sate is increased slowly, once it is over it must be provided to people on the 

basics of the needs and assessments. All types of social injustices, uneven positions, 

ranks, cadres, partiality and disequilibrium would be disappeared and vanished 

suddenly and gradually due to effective distributions of the welfares by the rulers and 

administrators. State is great vanguard and ship is caring and carrying all of us from 

shore to sea shore of the destination without any dangers and risk lime wise state is 

taking us to reach our destination by giving its welfare facilities, Welfare is breathing 

sources, heart and intestine and lungs of the people must be provided and protected by 

the state without any bias and partiality, on this basis good society and development 

would come to people with an eternal happy and pleasures. Comparing to ancient 

history date back to ancient ,medieval ,modern and contemporary rule of body and 

administrative systems were evolved and emerged for the sack of providing ,protecting 

and preserving the people from all types of  scarcity, danger, needs and circumstances. 

Millstone of Social welfare  

In India or elsewhere place and space people would not be having equilibrium 

opportunity in terms of  career, livelihood, employment opportunity, property status  

,education status ,health status and house status .To make even and equilibrium these 

disequilibrium needs of the people ,government has been chosen by the people to 

mitigate and make even. Unless a government has been chosen by the people and 

people’s life would be found with pitiable and sarcastic with an image of less food, 

poverty, under nutrition ,malnutrition, partiality and fighting between rich and poor and 

conflictive  picture therefore ,people has been desired to have well established 

government for the avoid all these stated consequences in the society. The word of  

democratic becomes true when welfare state do its best service for the betterment and 

amelioration of the entire society thereby people will be living with minimum social 

satisfaction and be working happily without bothering about what is not at their hand 

and have to do next day for their survival. especially, developing countries social welfare 
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is more important than developed countries where most of people would be living below 

poverty line and being daily wagers and would be working under the landlord’s property 

strength,to abolish this pathetic and sympathetic profession and status of  them 

government is a only tools and weapon to do this work thereby people have chosen 

government everywhere. Good governance would be guaranteed when a government does 

its duty for the welfare of the society, would be developed lot as per its interest unless it 

would be considered as anarchy society, to level this word society must be protect and 

produced by the best welfare of the government. 

Futures of the Social Welfare 

Aimed at proliferating social welfare 

Concentrating at people developments 

Focusing at improvement of social infrastructures  

Paying attention on satisfying of people’s vital needs 

Devising plan to abolish partiality prevails between people and sections 

Attempting to establish parity society  

Making people to prosperous in terms of social, economical and political 

Energising weaker section people to participate in social, economical and political fields 

Strengthening of weaker sections to improve their life in social, political and economical 

domain 

Motivating marginalised people to educate in higher studies as equal to other section 

Being as an umbrella of all sections development  

Avoiding showing partiality on distribution of property and social welfare  

Maintaining of genuine on promoting, distributing and offering social welfare to people 

without bias  

Safeguarding weaker sections from the knowing and unknown attacks, slavery practices, 

enslaving mentality and exploitative characters  
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It must have good intention to make special law and provisions to improve bottom people 

of the society 

Followings are the dreamed, observed and visualised points and concepts of the welfare 

state and how it should function for the advancement of the people without bias, in this 

ways any government in any country needs to follow strictly these doctrines with an 

intention to make progress people in above said ways and unstated ways. It will not be 

having any other untoward and unsuitable and injustice concepts and thinking as to 

depromote people in society. Social welfare is chief concept and core message of the 

government ,is giving all assurance and insurance to people of India ,for an example 

during election time political parties which wants to context in election will be giving 

electoral assurance and promises ,it would be initiated and fulfilled after that part is 

occupied political power ,through which political parties are function effectively and 

efficiently without which government would be seeming baseless and  hopeless .A man is 

known by his best behaviour and work like wise a government is known by its best and 

effective characters and social welfare since its beginning time unless it does would be 

considered as a weak and  plight  government. 

People Expectation form Welfare state  

From India to  rest of country people are ruled by concern state government ,in which 

people are considered and known as a epicentre of the government for  receive and 

implement all types of effective polices and privileges. People life and expectations are 

circled around the welfare police of the state, is needs to increase its capacity and 

strength in terms of its finance, resources and capitals for the benefits of social 

development. Social welfare and state welfares are intertwined and pinned as an 

inseparable elements and parts of each other, ultimately both are used and utilised for 

the benefits and improvements of the civil society .From daily wagers to middle class 

people have been defending on welfare policies of the state, is main reason and base to 

protect, preserve and privilege to its social development. Improvement, development and 

progress of the people in all countries are defending on the hope, help and support of the 

state’s welfare policies, it is indispensable and compulsory to hold and shoulder weaker 

section’s needs and facilities until they get improvement and development in their social, 

economical and political development. Though there were lot problems and issues in 

administering and governing the state it must look and see always people’s problems as 

a core problems toward securing, strengthening, synchronising, stimulating, 
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safeguarding and saving the people from all kinds of situations without flaw and 

drawbacks. According many western philosopher’s statement state is a great vehicle in 

which it should carry and travel with all people irrespective of any distinctions and 

partiality toward achieving its goal, targets and ambitions ,in its journey it may face and 

see lot of consequences and menace toward reaching its destinations beyond that it 

should reach its passengers to their destinations thereby state is called as great vehicle 

without which no meaning would be to it ,on the basis of loading and running with 

multireligion  people is called and named as a state ,is perceived as a great ocean in 

which water is a master under which and inside of that there are so many creatures and 

elements must be guarded ,secured  ,preserved and protected by the water through it 

gets many and lot of consequences and problems from those creatures are living under 

its domain. 

Conclusion 

In over all submission ,summary and conclusion state is known as a great mountain and 

waterfalls which must have plenty of resources to provide its defendant natural items 

and environmental things ,like wise people also being as defendant of welfare schemes of 

state without intermission and gap must be giving social welfare schemes for its 

defendants and people .In around , above and below of the society state is known and 

perceived as great things which is being as un great oceans and umbrella toward 

protecting people by its marvellous social welfare schemes. Beyond its financial burden 

and internal confusion it must resolve its people problems without any bitterness and 

scornful. In all aspects, futures and provisions of the people issues and affairs state has 

been guardian and supporter, its presence in a country is known as a god is being with 

people for their developments. 
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